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QUESTION 1

Examine the FortiMail active-passive cluster shown in the exhibit; then answer the question below. 

Which of the following parameters are recommended for the Primary FortiMail\\'s HA interface configuration? (Choose
three.) 

A. Enable port monitor: disable 
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B. Peer IP address: 172.16.32.57 

C. Heartbeat status: Primary 

D. Virtual IP address: 172.16.32.55/24 

E. Virtual IP action: Use 

Correct Answer: CDE 

 

QUESTION 2

Examine the FortMail mail server settings shown in the exhibit; then answer the question below. 

Which of the following statements are true? (Choose two.) 

A. mx.example.com will enforce SMTPS on all outbound sessions 

B. mx.example.com will display STARTTLS as one of the supported commands in SMTP sessions 

C. mx.example.com will accept SMTPS connections 

D. mx.example.com will drop any inbound plaintext SMTP connection 

Correct Answer: AC 
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QUESTION 3

A FortiMail administrator is investigating a sudden increase in DSNs being delivered to the protected domain for
undeliverable email messages. After searching the logs, the administrator identifies that the DSNs were not generated
as a result of any outbound email sent from the protected domain. Which FortiMail antispam technique can the
administrator use to prevent this scenario? (Choose one.) 

A. Bounce address tag validation 

B. Spam outbreak protection 

C. Spoofed header detection 

D. FortiGuard IP Reputation 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4

Examine the FortiMail user webmail interface shown in the exhibit; then answer the question below. 

Which one of the following statements is true regarding this server mode FortiMail\\'s configuration? 

A. The protected domain-level service settings have been modified to allow access to the domain address book 

B. This user\\'s account has a customized access profile applied that allows access to the personal address book 

C. The administrator has not made any changes to the default address book access privileges 

D. The administrator has configured an inbound recipient policy with a customized resource profile 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

Which firmware upgrade method for an active-passive HA cluster ensures service outage is minimal and there are no
unnecessary failovers? 

A. Upgrade the active unit, which will upgrade the standby unit automatically 

B. Upgrade both units at the same time 
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C. Upgrade the standby unit, and then upgrade the active unit 

D. Break the cluster, upgrade the units independently, and then form the cluster again as quickly as possible 

Correct Answer: D 
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